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to make the races that much more challenging, the speeds are presented in a different way than

they are in real life. in the world of rally, the speeds are presented as a percentage of your abilities.
rather than a specific speed, youll see speeds that range from thirty to one hundred percent of what

you are capable of. while this can be a bit intimidating at first, it will make it that much easier to
learn the correct line on the road. what if the asphalt wasnt as smooth as the game shows it to be?
the extra challenge makes the learning process all the more important. rally will never be the same
without the power of a controller. the racing genre is split into two. there are the rally race classes

and the rallycross. the rally race classes are made up of fast, medium, and slow classes. if there is a
class, it will be one of the three categories. each class uses specific abilities to help the player. while

all classes are fast by default, the slow class will be the slowest. the medium class will be in the
middle, and the fast class will be the fastest. in the rally race, each time a driver enters the course,

theyll have a speed to strive towards. there is no real way to overtake the leader, but a poor strategy
can put you to the back of the race. the skill will be necessary in rally if you want to secure yourself a

good place. rallycross is a completely different game. the cars handle different ways. in rallycross,
the game is two part. you have the rallycross race and the pitstop. during the racing of the

rallycross, the player is competing to get to the finish line as fast as possible. once the race has
ended, youll find yourself fighting for the first place. the only way to win the rallycross is to have a
fast car. even a weak car will go faster through the pitstop than a better car. the time it takes to

actually get into the pit and change your tyres is way more important than in rally. its going to take a
lot of practice to win the rallycross, but once youre confident in your driving abilities, youll win many

races. thats rallycross, a racing game that requires a lot of skill to have a great career. if racing
doesn't interest you, then rallycross isnt for you.
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driving the car is reasonably responsive. you
can steer, brake, accelerate and use your seat

and pedals to do both high and low impact
jumps and drifts in addition to pulling off tight

manuvers that if done incorrectly will oversteer
and potentially flip the car. at low speeds, the

car is easy to drive, however, at higher speeds,
it is best to leave the car in automatic if you
want optimal performance, since you will not

have a lot of control over the car's handling. this
can be frustrating when you exit a climb and

just want to quickly look down the road, only to
be going one hundred miles per hour when the

screen goes black, and then to have to manually
start the car. vehicle handling is good, although

too similar to dirt rally. when drifting, the car
can be knocked out of position if you change the
angle of the wheel slightly. because of this, you
can lose your drift and end up losing your speed
a couple of miles from the end of the stage. this

is very common if you do not have a rally
instructor in your corner. performance is
acceptable. the engine purrs and roars.
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however, some of the most proficient players
will find the engine limitations frustrating. the
graphics are good, but the textures are sparse
and some of the models can look a little rough.
the controls are simple. steering with a wheel or
a joystick or a gamepad and the throttle are all
you need. the rallycross events will take some
practice as there are no brakes, forcing you to

be nimble. but the shifting to manual modes are
simple. this is an easy racing game if you play

well. 5ec8ef588b
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